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The Ohio officer and justices' guide : embracing the duties of justices of the peace, constables, and other township officers : including officers acting under the school law, with appropriate forms : also, directions and forms for executors, administrators & guardians, with treatises on the law of partnership and bailment, and the duties and liabilities of common carriers, carriers of passengers, and innkeepers : with a collection of forms of deeds, articles of agreement, bonds, powers of attorney, wills, &c. &c.  
Steubenville, O. : J. Turnbull. 1843  
Administration of Justice  
1 v. (various pagings); 23 cm.; US-97-100.  
Fiche: 50632-50638

Van Santvoord, George, 1819-1863.  
The Indiana justice : a treatise on the jurisdiction, authority, and duty of the justices of the peace in the state of Indiana, in civil and criminal cases.  
Lafayette : C. Donnavan. 1845  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50639-50645

A treatise on the law relating to the powers and duties of justices of the peace and constables : and on actions cognizable in justices' courts, in the state of Indiana : with practical forms, &c., &c.  
Indianapolis : C.B. Davis & W.A. Day. 1846  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50646-50652

Stanton, Richard H. (Richard Henry), 1812-1891.  
A practical treatise on the law relating to the powers and duties of justices of the peace, clerks of the circuit and county courts, sheriffs, constables, jailers, and coroners in the State of Kentucky : with all needful forms, etc.  
Cincinnati : R. Clarke. 1875  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50653-50662

Daugherty, Harvey H. (Harvey Harrison), b. 1841.  
A summary of the law of sheriff in Indiana.  
Indianapolis : State Sentinel Steam Print. Establishment. 1870  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50663-50665

Niles, John M. (John Milton), 1787-1856.  
The Connecticut civil officer : in three parts ... : with suitable and approved forms for each : together with numerous legal forms of common use and general convenience.  
Hartford [Conn.] : F.J. Huntington. 1839  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50666-50669

A treatise on the powers and duties of justices of the peace in the state of Michigan, under chapter ninety-three of the revised statutes of 1846 ... : wth practical forms.  
Adrian [Mich.] : C. Humphrey ; Detroit : Richmonds, Backus. 1875  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50695-50705
Herndon, John C.  
A guide to justices, clerks, sheriffs, &c. :  
containing the office and authority of justices of the peace : the duties of clerks, sheriffs, constables,  
jaileurs, coroners and escheators, in the state of Kentucky, whether arising under the common or  
statute law of the state, or of the laws of the United States : to which is added an appendix, containing  
approved forms for deeds of bargain and sale, leases, mortgages, bills of sale, powers of attorney, &c. : that  
branch of the work in relation to justices of the peace being a 4th ed. of "The Kentucky justice.".  
Frankfort, Ky. :  A.G. Hodges. 1846  
Administration of Justice  
578 p. ;  24 cm.; US-97-107; by Jacob Swigert.  
Fiche: 50706-50712

The New York civil and criminal justice : a complete  
treatise on the civil, criminal, and special powers and  
duties of justices of the peace in the state of New  
York : with numerous forms.--2nd ed., rev. and enl.  
New York :  C.M. Saxton. 1859  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50713-50722

Iglehart, Asa, 1817-1887.  
A treatise on the law relating to the powers and  
duties of justices of the peace and constables in the  
state of Indiana : conforming to the statutes in force  
Jan. 1, 1877 : with the decisions of the Supreme  
Court relating thereto, and practical forms, etc.  
Cincinnati :  R. Clarke. 1877  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50713-50722

Whitehead, John, 1819-1905.  
The judicial and civil history of New Jersey.  
[Boston] :  Boston History Co. 1897  
Administration of Justice  
2 v., [146] leaves of plates : ports. ;  26 cm.; US-97-  
110.  
Fiche: 50733-50748

Mayo, Joseph, 1795-1872.  
A guide to magistrates : with practical forms for  
the discharge of their duties out of court : to which  
are added precedents for the use of prosecutors,  
sheriffs, coroners, constables, escheators, clerks, &c.,  
adapted to the new Code of Virginia.  
Richmond :  R.I. Smith. 1849  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50749-50756

Hening, William Waller, 1768-1828.  
The Virginia justice : comprising the office and  
authority of a justice of the peace, in the  
Commonwealth of Virginia : together with a variety  
of useful precedents, adapted to the laws now in force  
to which is added, an appendix, containing all the  
most approved forms in conveyancing ... : also, the  
duties of a justice of the peace, arising under the  
laws of the United States.  
Richmond :  Printed for the author [by] Shepherd &  
Pollard. 1825  
Administration of Justice  
greatly enl., and adapted, by the author.  
Fiche: 50757-50765

Porter, Benjamin F. (Benjamin Faneuil), 1808-  
1868.  
A collection of the principles of the common and  
statute law relating to the office of sheriff, and the  
various duties of that officer : including the law of  
attachment, of executions, and forms of proceedings,  
particularly adapted to the states of Alabama and  
Mississippi, with a copious index.  
Tuskaloosa [sic] :  M.D.J. Slade. 1846  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50766-50767

Dana, Richard Henry, 1815-1882.  
Remarks of Richard H. Dana, Jr., Esq. before the  
Committee on Federal Relations : on the proposed  
removal of Edward G. Loring, Esq. from the office of  
judge of probate, March 5, 1855.  
Boston :  A. Mudge. 1855  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50768

Edwards, Charles, 1797-1868.  
The law and practice of referees : under the New  
York Code and statutes generally : applicable to the  
new practice in the states of Missouri, California,  
Wisconsin, Kentucky, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio, Alabama,  
Minnesota, Oregon, and the island of Newfoundland.  
Albany :  W.C. Little. 1860  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50769-50778

The Powers and duties of the town officer, as  
contained in the statutes of Maine : with forms  
adapted thereto : including also the powers and duties  
of plantation and parish officers, and other useful  
matter.--2nd ed., improved.  
Hallowell [Me.] :  C. Spaulding. 1824  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50779-50782
The Louisiana civil and criminal justice :  
containing numerous forms for justices of the peace, constables, young men just entering upon the practice of the law, and business men in general.  
New Orleans :  F.F. Hansell. 1883  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50783-50786

Smith, Rufus B.  
The failure of the administration of the law in civil cases in Ohio : an address.  
Columbus, Ohio :  Weekly Law Bulletin Print. 1896  
Administration of Justice  
21 p. ; 24 cm.; US-97-118; delivered by Rufus B. Smith.  
Fiche: 50787

A Memoir of Hugh Lawson White, judge of the Supreme Court of Tennessee, member of the Senate of the United States, etc. etc. : with selections from his speeches and correspondence.  
Philadelphia :  J.B. Lippincott. 1856  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50788-50792

The New England sheriff : being a digest of the laws of Massachusetts relating to sheriffs, jailers, coroners and constables : with occasional references to the decisions of the other States, and copious forms.  
Worcester :  E. Dorr. 1855  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50799-50803

New York (State).  
Manual for the City Court of Albany.  
Albany :  J.B. Lyon. 1893  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50804

Majority and minority reports of a special committee of nine on the remedy for the delays incident to the determination of suits in the highest courts of the United States : together with the debate of the Association thereon.  
Philadelphia :  G.S. Harris. 1882  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50805-50806

Richardson, William Merchant, 1774-1838.  
The New-Hampshire town officer.  
Concord :  J.B. Moore. 1829  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50807-50810

Olcott, Edward R. (Edward Rufus).  
The Louisiana magistrate and parish officers' guide : containing copious forms for justices of the peace, parish judges, administrators, executors, clerks, sheriffs, constables, coroners and business men in general : with the constitution of Louisiana--1879 and 1868, constitution of the United States, the city and country fee bills, state judiciary, terms of courts, the Homestead Laws, etc., etc.  
New Orleans :  J.A. Gresham. 1880  
Administration of Justice  
Fiche: 50811-50815

McDonald, David, 1803-1869.  
A treatise on the law relating to the powers and duties of justices of the peace and constables in the state of Indiana : with practical forms, and essays on various titles of the common law.  
Cincinnati :  R. Clarke. 1871  
Administration of Justice  
754 p. ; 22 cm.; US-97-128; rev. to ... January 1, 1865, by Edwin A. Davis.  
Fiche: 50816-50824
Allen, William B.

Kentucky officer's guide and legal hand-book: especially pointing out the powers and duties of county judges, county attorneys, magistrates, sheriffs, constables.
Louisville, Ky.: J.P. Morton. 1860
Administration of Justice
iv, 382 p.; forms; 23 cm.; US-97-129.
Fiche: 50825-50829

Edwards, George C. (George Cunningham), 1787-1837.

A treatise on the powers and duties of justices of the peace and town officers, in the state of New York, under the revised statutes: with practical forms.
Ithaca: Mack and Andrus. 1834
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50830-50834


History of the Court of Common Pleas of the city and county of New York: with full reports of all important proceedings.
New York: Werner, Sanford. 1896
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50835-50838

Member of the bar.

Hand-book for county officers: a guide for justices of the peace, superior court clerks, county commissioners, township officers, sheriffs, coroners, and other county officials: containing the laws prescribing the respective duties and powers of each, under the new constitution, together with approved forms and precedents: also, the acts of the General Assembly of 1868-69, relating to county officers and county police.
Raleigh, N.C.: Nichols & Gorman. 1869
Administration of Justice
284, [ccxxxi]-cecvii p.; 23 cm.; US-97-132; carefully collated and compiled by a member of the bar. 2nd ed.
Fiche: 50839-50842

Perley, Jeremiah, 1784-1834.

The Maine justice: containing the laws relative to the powers and duties of the justices of the peace: with the necessary forms particularly adapted to the laws of Maine.--3rd ed.
Hallowell [Me.]: Glazier, Masters, and Smith. 1835
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50843-50846

Niles, John M. (John Milton), 1787-1856.

The Connecticut civil officer: in three parts ...: with suitable and approved forms for each: together with numerous legal forms, of common use, and general convenience.
Hartford [Conn.]: Huntington & Hopkins. 1823
Administration of Justice
viii, [9]-344 p.; 19 cm.; US-97-134.
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Edwards, George C. (George Cunningham), 1787-1837.

A treatise on the powers and duties of justices of the peace and town officers, in the state of New-York, under the revised statutes: with practical forms.
Bath [N.Y.]: D. Rumsey. 1830
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50851-50855

Turnbull, Stephen H. (Stephen Hague), d. 1886.

Practice of the district courts of the city of New York: the acts relative to the Marine Court.
New York: Baker, Voorhis. 1866
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50856-50858

Semmes, Alexander J. (Alexander Jenkins), 1828-1898.

Report on the medico-legal duties of coroners.
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50859

Brown, Henry Billings, 1836-1913.

Judicial independence: a paper read at the meeting of the American Bar Association at Chicago, Illinois, August 28th, 1889.
Philadelphia: Dando. 1889
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50860

Goodwin, Isaac, 1786-1832.

New England sheriff, or, Digest of the duties of civil officers: being a compendium of the laws of Massachusetts, with reference to those of the neighboring states, upon those subjects.
Worcester [Mass.]: Dorr and Howland. 1830
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Dubuque, Hugo A. (Hugo Abelard), b. 1854.

The duty of judges as constitutional advisers.
[Boston?: s.n.]. [1890?]
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50865
Mayo, Joseph, 1795-1872.
A guide to magistrates: with practical forms for the discharge of their duties out of court: to which are added precedents for the use of prosecutors, sheriffs, coroners, constables, escheators, clerks, &c.
Richmond: A. Morris. 1860
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50866-50873

Dickinson, Rodolphus, 1787-1863.
A digest of the common law, the statute laws of Massachusetts and of the United States, and the decisions of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts relative to the powers and duties of justices of the peace: to which is subjoined an extensive appendix of forms.
Deerfield [Mass.]: J. Wilson. 1818
Administration of Justice
viii, 521 p.; forms; 24 cm.; US-97-142.
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Cotton, Henry G.
A treatise on the powers and duties of justices of the peace in the state of Illinois: with practical forms.
Ottawa, Ill.: The Author. 1845
Administration of Justice
ii, 548 p.; forms; 24 cm.; US-97-143.
Fiche: 50880-50885

Pomeroy, J. Norton.
Some account of the work of Stephen J. Field, as a legislator, state judge, and justice of the Supreme Court of the United States: with an introductory sketch.
[New York: s.n.]. 1881
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50886-50891

Tyndale, Theodore H. (Theodore Hilgard), d. 1917.
The law of coroners.
[Boston?: s.n.]. [1877]
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50892

Tyndale, Theodore H. (Theodore Hilgard), d. 1917.
Notes on coroners.
[Boston?: Little, Brown?]. [1877?]
Administration of Justice
p. 480-493; 24 cm.; US-97-146.
Fiche: 50893

Massachusetts.
An act to abolish the Office of Coroner and to provide for medical examinations and inquests in cases of death by violence.
[Boston: s.n.]. 1877
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50894

Bradner, George W. (George William).
Practice in matters of costs: with table of cases and appendix of fees.
Rochester, N.Y.: Williamson Law Book Co. 1894
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50912-50916

Eaton, Dorman B. (Dorman Bridgman), 1823-1899.
Should judges be elected?, or, The experiment of an elective judiciary in New York.
New York: J.W. Amerman. [1873?]
Administration of Justice
92 p.; 23 cm.; US-97-149.
Fiche: 50917-50918

Bar Association of Baltimore City.
Report and resolutions adopted by the Bar Association of Baltimore, on January 7th, 1884: recommending changes in the present system of costs in the Court of Appeals.
Baltimore: Sun Book and Job Printing Office. 1884
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50919

Hale, Matthew, 1829-1897.
Remarks of Matthew Hale, of Essex, in the New York Constitutional Convention, December 6, 1867, upon the organization of the Supreme Court.
Albany: Weed, Parsons. 1867
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50920

Shaw, Lemuel, 1781-1861.
An address delivered at the opening of the new court house in Worcester, September 30, 1845.
Worcester: H.J. Howland. 1845
Administration of Justice
14 p.; 21 cm.; US-97-152.
Fiche: 50921

Bullard, Henry Adams, 1788-1851.
Discours sur la vie et le caractère de l'honorable F. Xavier Martin, ci-devant juge-président de la Cour Supraeme: prononcé à la requête du Barreau de la Nlle-Orléans.
Nouvelle-Orléans: Gaux. 1847
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50922
Leake, Joseph B. (Joseph Bloomfield), 1828-1913.
Punishment of crime in the national courts.
[Springfield, Ill. : s.n.]. [1883?]
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50923

Stillman, James W. (James Wells), 1840-1912.
Ought the judiciary of Massachusetts to be elective?
Boston: Published by the author (Boston: Printed by Twitchell & Hight). 1898
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50924

Wayland, Francis, 1826-1904.
On certain anomalies in criminal jurisprudence.
[United States: s.n.]. 1885
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50936

Barnes, Isaac O., b. 1798.
Letter of Isaac O. Barnes, late marshal of the United States for the District of Massachusetts: to the Hon. Elisha Whittlesey, first Comptroller of the Treasury of the United States, relating to certain bills of costs on indictments in the District Court, March term, 1849, and affidavits of Patrick Riley and F. Warren.
Boston: J. Wilson. 1852
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50937

Daly, Charles P. (Charles Patrick), 1816-1899.
Life tenure of judges: speech of Hon. Charles P. Daly on the judiciary: delivered in the Constitutional Convention, December 5, 1867.
[New York: s.n.]. [1867?]
Administration of Justice
8 p.; 24 cm.; US-97-158; reported by Edward F. Underhill.
Fiche: 50938

Harman, S. W.
Hell on the border: he hanged eighty-eight men: a history of the great United States criminal court at Fort Smith, Arkansas, and of crime and criminals in the Indian Territory, and the trial and punishment thereof before Judge Isaac C. Parker ... and by the courts of said territory, embracing the leading sentences and charges to grand and petit juries delivered by the world famous jurist--his acknowledged masterpieces, besides much other legal lore... illustrated with over fifty fine half-tones.
Fort Smith, Ark.: Phoenix Pub. Co. c1898
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50939-50947

Association of the Bar of the City of New York.
Proposed concurrent resolutions: providing for the consolidation of the Superior Court of the City of New York and the Court of Common Pleas for the City and County of New York with the Supreme Court in the First Judicial District and proposing an amendment to Section 12 of the constitution.
[New York: The Association]. [1889]
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50948

Carter, James C. (James Coolidge), 1827-1905.
Independence of the judiciary: address.
[New York?: s.n.]. [1898?]
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50949

Chambers, Ezekiel F. (Ezekiel Forman), 1788-1867.
Speech of Judge Chambers on the judicial tenure: in the Maryland convention, April, 1851.
Baltimore: J. Murphy. 1851
Administration of Justice
41 p.; 22 cm.; US-97-162.
Fiche: 50950

Luzenberg, Wm. H. (William H.).
The court reporter's guide.
[New Orleans, La.: Palfrey Stationery Co.]. [1898]
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50952

Smuckler, Samuel M. (Samuel Mosheim), 1823-1863.
Popular arguments in favor of an elective judiciary.
Philadelphia: [s.n.]. 1850
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50954

Merrick, Edwin Thomas, 1808-1897.
The administration of justice: the strength of the judiciary lies in its good sense, its learning, and its integrity.
New Orleans: L. Graham. 1893
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50955

Swan, Joseph R. (Joseph Rockwell), 1802-1884.
A treatise on the law relating to the powers and duties of justices of the peace and constables, in the state of Ohio: with practical forms, &c, &c.
Columbus: I.N. Whiting. 1850
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50956-50962
Some objections to a joint resolution, passed at the last session of the legislature, and about to be submitted at the approaching session, recommending to the people of Pennsylvania an elective judiciary.
[Philadelphia : s.n.]. 1849
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50963

Kanawha County Bar Association.
Memorial of the Kanawha Bar: for a new judicial circuit in western Virginia.
[Richmond : s.n.]. [1849]
Administration of Justice
6 leaves; 23 cm.; US-97-168.
Fiche: 50964

Jones, Charles Colcock, 1831-1893.
The necessity for increasing the salaries of the judicial officers of Georgia: an address delivered before the Georgia Bar Association at its annual meeting in Atlanta, Ga., on the 14th of August, 1884.
Macon, Ga.: J.W. Burke. 1885
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50965

Semmes, Thomas J. (Thomas Jenkins), 1824-1899.
Address on the personal characteristics of the Chief Justices.
New Orleans: L. Graham & Son. 1890
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50966

Chief Justice of the United States, or Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States?.
[S.l.]: D. Clapp & Son. [1895?]
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50967

Shaw, Lemuel, 1781-1861.
Address delivered before the bar of Berkshire: on the occasion of his first taking his seat as chief justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, September term, 1830.
Boston: Stimpson & Clapp. 1831
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Fiche: 50968

The Notary's manual: showing the rights, duties, and liabilities of notaries, according to the common law throughout the union.
Detroit: Richmond, Backus. 1881
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50969-50970

Potter, Henry, 1765-1857.
The office and duty of a justice of the peace: and a guide to sheriffs, coroners, clerks, constables, and other civil officers: according to the laws of North Carolina.
Raleigh: J. Gales & Son. 1828
Administration of Justice
448 p.; forms; 21 cm.; US-97-174; 2nd ed.
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Waddell, James D.
Biographical sketch of Linton Stephens, (late associate justice of the Supreme Court of Georgia): containing a selection of his letters, speeches, state papers, etc.
Atlanta, Ga.: Dodson & Scott. 1877
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50976-50980

Horn, Hosea B.
A practical guide for justices of the peace and constables: containing a comprehensive collection of judicial and miscellaneous forms, adapted to the laws of the state of Iowa: to which is appended a concise treatise on the law of evidence, together with other useful matter, of much importance to every business man.
Keokuk, Iowa: Printed at the Dispatch Office. 1854
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162, iv p.; forms; 19 cm.; US-97-176.
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Stone, James W. (James Winchell), 1824-1863.
Removal of Judge Loring: remarks of James W. Stone, of Boston, in the Massachusetts House of Representatives, April 13, 1855.
Boston: J.M. Hewes. 1855
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Fiche: 50983

Quincy, Josiah, 1772-1864.
Remarks on "An act to establish the Superior Court of the city of Boston": passed by the General Court of Massachusetts, at its last session.
Boston: J. Wilson. 1849
Administration of Justice
Fiche: 50984

McCall, H. S. (Henry Strong), 1819?-1893.
The constable's guide: being a concise treatise on the powers and duties of constables in the state of New York: to which is added an appendix, containing most of the practical forms necessary to be used by them in their several duties.
Albany: W. Gould & Son. 1875
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<td>United States. District Court (Tennessee : Middle District)</td>
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<td>Nashville, Tenn. : Barry, Winham.</td>
<td>1863</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23 cm</td>
<td>US-97-181</td>
<td>51021</td>
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<td>Sprague, Peleg.</td>
<td>Letters to the chairman of the Judiciary Committee of the House of Representatives of the United States : from Judge Sprague of Massachusetts, and Mr. Comptroller Whittlesey, respecting an official statement by the latter, annexed to a report of the Judiciary Committee.</td>
<td>Boston : Eastburn's Press. 1852</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>24</td>
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<td>US-97-184</td>
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Goodell, Abner Cheney, 1831-1914.
An account of the seals of the judicial courts of
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Conkling, Frederick A. (Frederick Augustus),
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The judiciary.
[Albany, N.Y.: Albany Times]. [1890?]
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Olcott, Edward R. (Edward Rufus).
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Administration of Justice
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Perley, Jeremiah, 1784-1834.
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Biographical sketch of Hon. Chandler E. Potter, late
of Hillsborough, N.H.
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